L articolo 5.1
Write the appropriate indefinite article

es .............. bag

a

2 .............. apple

3 .............. car

4 .............. beautiful city

5 .............. honest worker

6 .............. air steward

7 .............. wonderful house

8 .............. yellow sun

9 .............. hundred

Soluzioni:
(1) a (2) an (3) a (4) a (5) an (6) an (7) a (8) a (9) a

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 ]
Put in a/an or the

1. Susan has a part-time job. She works four mornings …….. week.

2. “Are you going away tomorrow” “No, ….. day after tomorrow.”

3. That house is very nice. Has it got …….. garden?

4. It’s a lovely day. Let’s sit in …….. garden.

5. I had lunch in …….. best restaurant in town.

6. Can you recommend …….. good pub?

7. He has ….. Scottish name, but in fact he’s German and not British.

8. Thet stayed at ….. Hilton Hotel for the night.

9. Would you like ….. orange?

10. We’re just going to ….. post office. We won’t be long.

Soluzioni:
(1) a (2) a (3) a (4) the (5) the (6) a (7) a (8) the (9) an (10) the

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinge.com  [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
Hi, my name’s Peter. I have ........ sisters

and ........ brother.

I am ........ best in my class, and my parents are happy for it.

They gave me ........ Nintendo

and ........ Playstation for my birthday.

 ........ Nintendo is in my bedroom,

and my brother likes playing with ........ Playstation, which is in his bedroom.

We have also ........ computer, it is my sister’s room.

In the living room we have ........ DVD player

with ........ English DVD to learn the rules of the English language. It’s fantastic!

Soluzioni:

(1) a (2) a (3) the (4) a (5) a (6) The (7) the (8) a (9) a (10) an

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
es -Is Tom Cruise ........ Irish actor?-

2 No, he is ........ American actor.

3 -What are you doing tonight? I'm reading ........ book now --

4 --- but I would like to go to ........ cinema.

5 Do you like ........ pair of trousers I'm wearing today?

6 -Is your mother ........ nurse?

7 No, she is ........ doctor.

Soluzioni:
(1) an (2) an (3) a (4) the (5) the (6) a (7) a

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
L articolo 5.5
Complete the sentences with the right article PART 2

1. English language
   The

2. very beautiful language!
   a

3. new pair of shoes.
   a

4. dog on ---
   a

5. street yours?
   the

6. newest student of this college.
   The

7. very annoying person.
   a

Soluzioni:
(1) The (2) a (3) a (4) the (5) the (6) The (7) a

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
Martha can play the guitar.

I really liked the movie I saw last night.

My name's Carl, I'm new in the town.

There is a beautiful garden.

--- in front of my house.

I watched an awful game on TV yesterday, it's called "curling".

It's the worst game I've ever seen.

Jorge is a Brazilian.

I wish to travel to Mexico one day.

My mother cooked a delicious cheesecake for dinner.

Soluzioni:

(1) the (2) the (3) x (4) a (5) x (6) an (7) the (8) x (9) x (10) a
More difficult! Fill in the gaps with the correct article. Write "x" if none is needed. PART 1

1. I love talking about ........ books with Amy.
   - x

2. Mary was ........ only girl I really loved.
   - 

3. Did you that ........ my girlfriend ---
   - 

4. --- girlfriend hates ........ doctors?
   - 

5. She had ........ curly hair and
   - 

6. wore ........ very beautiful skirt that night.
   - 

7. You always read nothing but ........ local newspaper.
   - 

8. You should also read ........ national ones.
   - 

9. I wish to go to ........ Seashells one day.
   - 

Soluzioni:

(1) x (2) the (3) x (4) x (5) x (6) a (7) the (8) x (9) the

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
es Are Janet and Jim thinking of buying ....... house?
a
2 ......... boys are generally stronger

3 than ......... girls who go to the gym, too.

4 We bought our daughter ......... dog for her birthday.

5 I'm going to ask my father for ......... permission to leave school before 2 pm.

6 We had ......... deal, you should have paid me entirely before I started my job.

Soluzioni:
(1) a (2) x (3) the (4) a (5) x (6) a

esercizio di inglese by [http://www.esercizinglese.com](http://www.esercizinglese.com) [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/)